
Retina Customer Intelligence Analysis
See how you compare to your top competitors in terms of customer 
lifetime value, user and sales growth, retention, and more. Next, Retina 
can provide strategies to help improve:

Targeting and ad relevance

Conversion rates

Customer loyalty
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Key Takeaways: Leading Hotel Brand* 

● Average number of orders per customer = 2.2 orders

● Average order value per customer = $364.30

● Average LTV:CAC ratio for 2020 = 8.35x

● 20% of customers bring in 75.7% of total revenue

*This data was compiled from 4.6M anonymous random U.S. customers (2018-2021) to 

understand LTV trends across merchants. We assumed CAC = $40 and gross margin = 60%.

About Retina

Retina is the customer intelligence solution that provides accurate, 

predictive customer lifetime value metrics at or before first purchase.



Analysis of Leading Hotel Brand
Key insights from January 2018 to February 2021
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The Growth Accounting chart shows the number of customers that are active, 

reactivated, new, or lapsed for each 60-day period.

Net active customers (represented by the blue line) dropped significantly beginning 

in March 2020, reaching a low in May 2020.

The number of customers overall slowly increased in the second half of 2020, but 

clearly the industry is still affected by the pandemic. 
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Interested in seeing where you fit on the CLV curve? 

Contact Retina to get a customized (complimentary!) comparison report 

using your first party data. See how your customer lifetime value, retention, 

and payback period compare to your competitors. 

Customer Segmentation

11.5% Champions: the most loyal customers who repurchase and spend the most

Build lookalike audiences to acquire more customers similar to them

Upsell higher value products and ask for reviews

46.2% Potential loyalists: customers who have purchased a few times but are not 

high lifetime value yet

Offer membership / loyalty program and recommend other products

Provide on-boarding support and start building relationships

3.2% Can’t lose them: customers on the verge of lapsing

Send personalized notifications or emails to reconnect and engage

Win them back via renewals or newer products

5.3% Lost high value: previous high lifetime value customers who churned

Test potential revival campaigns to engage them for high AOV products

Revive interest with reach out campaign and rebuild brand equity


